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Abstract. Being able to activate triggers at timepoints reached or af-
ter time intervals elapsed has been acknowledged by many authors as a
valuable functionality of a DBMS. Recently, the interest in time-based
triggers has been renewed in the context of data stream monitoring. How-
ever, up till now SQL triggers react to data changes only, even though
research proposals and prototypes have been supporting several other
event types, in particular time-based ones, since long. We therefore pro-
pose a seamless extension of the SQL trigger concept by time-based trig-
gers, focussing on semantic issues arising from such an extension.

1 Introduction

In their invited talk at VLDB 2000 [4], the recipients of the 10-Year Paper
Award, Stefano Ceri, Roberta Cochrane and Jennifer Widom, identified time-
based triggers as a ”lingering issue” and stated that ”although there are numer-
ous interfaces for specifying and scheduling activities based on time, including
database activities, to date we have not seen time-based events incorporated
directly into a commercial DBMS trigger system”. Speaking about triggers in
commercial DBMS means speaking about triggers in SQL. Fortunately, there
has been a standardization of various SQL trigger dialects in SQL:1999 [1, 17],
but time-based triggers are still missing. Ceri/Cochrane/Widom base their ob-
servation on a substantial range of applications which would benefit from such
triggers, as did Simon/Kotz-Dittrich 5 years earlier [19].

The advent of monitoring applications and data stream management has re-
cently renewed the interest of many researchers in time-dependent triggering of
data-intensive tasks [3]. Our own interest in the subject matter has been ”trig-
gered” by concrete experiments in (financial) stream monitoring, too [2]. Even
though there is a lot of acclaim for the need of time-based triggering, one quite
often encounters doubts whether moving time into database triggers is really
the way to go. Such reservations are, however, based much more on general
”gut feelings” that active rules are difficult to understand and/or causing ineffi-
ciency rather than on concrete evidence based on a fair and serious comparison
between extended trigger solutions and workarounds combining, e.g., timers in
application programs and embedded SQL commands.



The lack of time events for SQL triggers is even more surprising as there
has been a wealth of research on the matter since the early 1980s. HIPAC [9],
Ode [13], Ariel [14], SAMOS [10], Snoop [6] are well-known examples of aca-
demic projects where trigger languages with time events have been proposed
and implemented. Even though the range of variations in syntax and semantics
of these languages is as broad as one might expect in academia, there is a nearly
unanimous agreement on the principle outline of an extension of ”classical” (i.e.,
modification-based) trigger languages by time issues, which can be summarized
quite concisely as follows: (1) Rules can be triggered by the occurrence of time
events, too. (2) Periodically repeated triggering of the same reaction is possible,
where the period is specified by an expression returning a time duration. (3)
Delaying reaction execution to some later point in time relative to the triggering
event of a rule is possible.

Whereas delaying makes sense relative to some non-time event only, periodic
repetition may or may not depend on a previous modification event. There is de-
bate about syntax for expressing such features, and about the one or the other
subtlety of interaction between modification-based and time-based triggering,
but the general setting has been consolidated and the principle meaning of each
construct is close to obvious. Nevertheless, up till now there seems to be just one
proposal to integrating time into SQL triggers around, a rather recent one (pub-
lished in 2002), and a rather limited one, not even aiming at a proper orthogonal
extensions of SQL:1999, but mainly intended to challenge the DB community
as far as efficient implementation is concerned [16]. Hanson and Noronha pro-
pose in essence to extend conventional modification triggers with a CHECK
EVERY <period> construct which introduces the possibility to periodically re-
act to modifications of the database at the end of a specified interval of time
rather than immediately after the update. That is, the modification event trig-
gering a rule can be regarded as setting a timer which repeats the reaction each
time it expires. Thus, periodic repetition of reactions can be achieved, but no
more. In our approach presented here, we extend the SQL:1999 trigger sub-
language by a reasonably small, but powerful set of new features which can be
orthogonally combined with each other as well as with those components of SQL
triggers introduced so far. The functionality expressible by these extensions cov-
ers the three categories mentioned above to more or less the same degree as
done by previous none-SQL proposals. Moreover, we introduce functionality not
proposed in the literature yet, such as, e.g., being able to choose whether to base
delay or periodic repetition on valid time or transaction time events, as proposed
in temporal extensions of SQL since long time [20].

We discuss the rather straightforward semantic basis of this extension, and
propose solutions to the intricacies and pitfalls arising when looking at semantics
issues of such triggers more closely. We refrain, however, from defining syntax and
semantics rigorously, as doing so would blow up the paper and prevent us from
clearly making the point we want to make, namely that there is a rather easy,
but powerful and yet not obvious solution to the challenge of introducing time
into SQL triggers. Thus, this is indeed more of an ”ideas and issues” paper rather



than a ”battlefield report” full of success stories (yet). However, we believe that a
first step is overdue towards filling the unfortunate gap between state-of-the-art
in academic research on time and triggers and the growing commercial needs for
such features. Without a proper transfer to SQL, this need will never be satisfied!
We have a prototype implementation of an DBMS extension, though, at present
supporting an early version of our language only, based on MS Access extended
by a Java add-on. This is an academic solution and not really meaningful as far
as serious measurements are concerned, but at least demonstrating feasibility of
the approach [22].

2 Events in SQL: A Reminder

In active DB research, events have been generally considered occurrences of a
happening of interest at a certain point in time, i.e., events are considered atomic.
Only few authors (e.g., [12]) have been discussing events with duration. In an
active DBMS, an event monitor is responsible for observing events and recording
event-related information (event parameters), in particular the time point at
which the occurrence took place. Similar events are considered instances of the
same event class, call events and time events, resp., being examples of such event
classes. When users specify active rules, they usually state a particular event
class, possibly further restricting their specification by expressing conditions on
certain event parameters. Thus, every event which is an instance of the specified
(sub)class triggers the rule. Within this framework, by now widely accepted
for active databases, call events (as supported in SQL:1999 in form of data
change statements) and time events (which we propose to include into SQL)
differ considerably, so that it is worthwhile to clearly identify these differences
in general before turning to a specific proposal.

Call events are characterized by the existence of an event-related operation
(DBMS routine or external procedure) which is called. It is expected that the
actual execution of this event-related operation will begin shortly after the call,
but with some recognizable delay controlled by the active DBMS. It is impor-
tant to understand that the event triggering the rule (and thus causing the
specified reaction) is the call, not the (beginning or end of the) execution of the
event-related operation. Therefore, reactions in SQL resulting from active rule
triggering may already take place before execution of the event-related operation
has actually started (BEFORE-triggers). In such cases, it is the role of the active
DBMS to delay operation execution till the end of the BEFORE-phase. In con-
trast, reactions of SQL AFTER-triggers take place only after the event-related
operation has stopped executing.

Event parameters of a call event are the operation called and the parame-
ters of the call itself, e.g., the table modified, the type of modification and the
attribute values modified. Time events, on the other hand, do not have an as-
sociated event-related operation. Strictly speaking there is not even a proper
”happening of interest” taking place, apart from the fact that the very point in
time actually has been reached. Consequently, a time event does not have any



event parameters other than the time point of its occurrence. Again there will
be a certain delay between observation of the time event and the start of the
first reaction caused by a triggered rule, but there cannot be any BEFORE- or
AFTER-phase of reaction, simply because there is no operation execution before
or after which the reaction could be scheduled.

As SQL supports only call events up till now, there is no special need for an
independent event monitor. Call events in SQL are simply data change state-
ments which are under control of the transaction manager and could be directly
processed within it. Time-based events, however, are not noticed during normal
operation but have to be explicitly generated and signalled by a background
process which uses, e.g., timers or countdowns. This motivates an independent
component for monitoring and managing both time-based as well as call events
in one place, becoming particulary apparent when considering complex event
specifications. Furthermore, time events - like any other type of event signalled
from external media like sensors or clocks - cause the problem of monitoring
events occurring while the active DBMS is offline. For time events, one could
imagine sophisticated routines for ”recovering” time events missed by the event
monitor during offline phases. However, we will tacitly assume in this paper that
the DBMS is continuously online and able to react in order to limit the scope of
discussion.

3 Time-Based Triggers for SQL

We propose to extend SQL triggers along the line outlined in the introduction,
i.e., by adding the three following features: Time events for triggering rules at
some fixed time, delayed execution of a trigger reaction and repeated executions

of the reaction of a trigger. Up till now, rules may be triggered by call events
only, and reactions of SQL triggers are always executed just once. We claim that
all variants of using time in connection with rule triggering introduced in the
literature so far can be expressed by means of these three concepts. We propose a
very small set of simple, but powerful additions to SQL’s trigger syntax (which
we assume as being known for brevities sake) able to express each of these
temporal features in a natural manner, without interfering with any of the non-
temporal features of rule triggering, i.e., conservatively extending the standard.
Each of these keywords can be considered an operator taking as parameter an
expression over one of the temporal domains already supported in SQL today:
(1) The keyword AT combined with an expression returning a timestamp will be
used to introduce fixed points in time, e.g. AT 2007-09-29 12:00. (2) A system
function EXIT returns the timestamp of the end of execution of a triggering
data change statement, i.e., the moment in time when a regular AFTER trigger
would start to process its reaction. This is needed as a reference point for delay.
(3) A keyword FROM followed by a timestamp expression for defining when
to start some periodic repetition. (4) The keyword EVERY combined with an
expression returning a period for defining repetition intervals.



None of the three keywords (AT, EVERY, FROM) is new or its use surprising,
but we believe that the way they can be combined with each other and in which
they can be used to extend ”traditional” SQL triggers without affecting other
trigger parts is indeed new and remarkable. EXIT is new and has never been
proposed before, as far as we know.

3.1 Time Events

Rules triggered on certain absolute time events are the most common feature of
time triggers (TTs). Expressing something like this in SQL is very easy using
the keyword AT, e.g. AT 2009-03-18 23:59. For long-term planning of activ-
ities, triggers like this may be valuable, particularly if triggering depends on a
condition being satisfied over the database state reached when triggering time
has come (but not predictable before), e.g.:

CREATE TRIGGER t1

AT 2009-12-31 23:59

WHEN (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM students)<100

BEGIN ATOMIC ... END

Another motivation might be that the reaction is an update depending on data
present in the (future) DB state reached at triggering time, e.g.:

CREATE TRIGGER t2

AT 2009-12-31 23:59

BEGIN ATOMIC

INSERT INTO annual_sales

(SELECT 2007, SUM(sold) FROM transactions

WHERE date BETWEEN 2007-01-01 AND 2007-12-31);

END

Note that AT may be combined with any expression returning a timestamp.
This in particular allows time event specifications of the form ’AT 2007-12-31
23:59 + 1 YEAR’ or ’CURRENT TIMESTAMP + 2 DAYS’, e.g. as proposed
in Oracle [21]

3.2 Delayed Reaction Execution

Reaction execution may be delayed by combining a call event with a temporal
offset. This offset is either added to the point in time when the triggering com-
mand terminates (returned by EXIT) or to a time-valued attribute of (one of)
the modified rows, thus generating ”relative events”. These two variants of de-
layed reaction can be found in another pair of examples. For instance, if a failed
exam has been recorded in the exams table, it might be reasonable to monitor
compliance with the exam regulations, e.g. to check three months after the failed
exam whether the student has signed in for the second attempt or not. A rule
implementing exactly this kind of checking policy has the following general form
in our proposed SQL extension:



CREATE TRIGGER t3

AFTER INSERT ON results

REFERENCING NEW ROW AS x

AT EXIT + 3 MONTHS

WHEN x.result = ’failed’

BEGIN ... END

The end of the 3-months-period however, might not be 3 months after the re-
sult has been registered in the database, but 3 months after the day when the
failed exam has actually occurred in reality. Assuming this day to be one of the
attribute values of the inserted row, it could be referenced via the NEW transi-
tion variable leading to the data-dependent offset specification AT x.date + 3

MONTHS instead. Note that these two forms of offsets reflect the difference be-
tween so-called transaction and valid time, which is made in temporal database
research [20]. It is also possible to specify an offset which is explicit as well as
data-dependent, e.g. AT EXIT + x.duration DAYS, thus combining transaction
time and valid time aspects.

3.3 Repeated Reaction Execution

Repeating execution of a particular DB-related action regularly after a fixed
period of time has elapsed is one of the most frequently proposed temporal fea-
tures of active rule languages. There have been numerous proposals for more
or less sophisticated ways how to express periodic repetition (not only related
to active databases). The use of EVERY as the keyword introducing any such
periodical repetition clause stems from SAMOS [10] and is both, obvious and
convenient. EVERY is to be combined with an expression of type PERIOD, e.g.
EVERY MONTH, or EVERY 3 HOURS. Even more sophisticated specifica-
tions introducing a period only implicitly such as EVERY MONDAY, EVERY
1st SUNDAY PER MONTH, or EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY could be
imagined. We do not elaborate on a concrete and complete syntax for period
specifications of this kind here - for making the point, the examples below will
suffice. A time event trigger weekly transferring credit points of students to their
records, e.g., may look as follows:

CREATE TRIGGER t4

FROM 2009-05-23 12:15 EVERY 7 DAYS

WHEN (SELECT count(*) FROM conf_credits)>0

BEGIN ATOMIC

UPDATE studs_rec

SET time=systimestamp, credit=credit+(SELECT conf_credits.credit

FROM conf_credits WHERE studs_rec.name= conf_credits.name);

END

Periodical repetition will always have to start from a fixed point in time, to
be introduced by means of a timestamp expression preceded by the keyword



FROM (replacing the keyword AT used for non-repetitive execution). In case of
delayed reactions it is self-evident to allow data-dependency in connection with
period specifications as well, e.g. yielding a specification of the following form:
REFERENCING NEW ROW AS x FROM x.date EVERY x.period DAYS.

4 Semantics

The following semantics discussion uses well-established notions of active rule
processing as proposed, e.g., in [18] and aims at full orthogonality between the
new features and those already present in SQL.

4.1 Time Triggers

As for top-level SQL-data statements, one would expect the execution of an
activated TT to be transaction-initiating. This is because the action part of a
TT may include data change statements leading to the activation of further
triggers. The resulting set of activated modification-based triggers should be
executed in one and the same transaction in order to guarantee that either all
of the triggered changes are performed, or none of them. In SQL, the effects
of a data change statement may be rolled back due to an error caused by the
event-related operation itself or by a subsequently triggered action. In this case,
all actions executed by activated triggers for this statement are rolled back, too.

In contrast, a time event activating a set of triggers possesses no event-
related operation which could possibly cause a rollback. Therefore, triggers ac-
tivated simultaneously, don’t share any common context and can be executed
within separate transactions. Indeed, this ought to be the model of execution
as integrating the execution of TTs into running transactions or using one joint
transaction for processing all triggers activated by the same time event would
establish unfounded causal dependencies. If, however, such dependencies are in-
tended, a serial execution should be enforced by combining the corresponding
actions into one trigger or by using different activation times.

In the context of concurrent DB access, the interaction between TTs and
other DB-related activities has to be considered. Obviously, already running
transactions may prevent TTs from being executed on time because necessary
resources are blocked. Since it can be assumed that the activation of a TT
has been chosen deliberately, substantial execution delays may often be unac-
ceptable. To avoid this, one could provide TTs with the ability to force other
DB-related activity to release blocked resources which may even result in a par-
tial rollback of transactions. Note that this should not mean to interrupt other
TTs as it seems desirable to ensure a chronological execution for triggers with
different activation times.

Coupling Modes Coupling modes determine when a triggered action is to be
executed in relation to the occurrence of the triggering event and the currently
running transactions [18]. The modification-based triggers in SQL use delayed



Fig. 1. Execution phases of call triggers in SQL

event-condition (EC) and immediate condition-action (CA) coupling, the latter
specifying that the C and A part of an activated trigger is evaluated/execu-
ted over the same DB state. From the discussion above it follows that at least
one coupling mode for TTs must be delayed in order to avoid problems for the
scheduler. In order to follow design decisions already made for triggers in SQL,
we propose to use delayed EC coupling as well as immediate CA coupling for
TTs, too.

Activation Time vs. Execution Time The point in time specified by a
TT’s AT (FROM) clause will be referred to as its activation time. However, its
actual execution time may be different due to reasons discussed above. Because
of the proposed immediate CA coupling, condition evaluation of a TT takes
place at its execution time. Scheduling of TTs is quite straightforward because
their activation times are immediately determined at schema definition time. In
particular, functions within the AT (FROM) clause of a TT are applied as soon
as the CREATE trigger command is issued.

Periodic Event Specifications A periodic TT is associated with a set of acti-
vation times determined at schema definition time. This leads to a set of execu-
tion times at which the condition and action of the trigger is evaluated/executed,
respectively. Obviously, placing these executions into a common transaction is
not practicable as this would lead to a potentially infinite transaction. Therefore,
the execution of each condition/action part is to be placed into a separate trans-
action. If there are logical dependencies between these transactions, however,
possible dependencies between them could be reflected in the trigger’s condition
clause. Thus, we propose the more general approach where each transaction is
considered independent.

4.2 Delayed and Repeated Reaction

Activation vs. Reaction Time Due to the potential data dependency of time
event specifications, trigger activation cannot be determined at schema definition
time but only once the triggering modification event has occurred. Allowing the
application of time-related functions within AT/FROM clauses (e.g., AT CUR-
RENT TIMESTAMP + nr.deadline) raises the question when to evaluate such
data-dependent time event specifications. The possible choices are illustrated in
Fig. 1 where the execution phases of ordinary SQL triggers carried out after



observation of a call event E at time T1 are recalled. A natural choice would be
T3, i.e., immediately after the trigger execution contexts (TECs) have been cre-
ated [17]. This coincides with the activation time of ordinary SQL triggers. As the
determined transition tables are potentially re-modified by BEFORE-triggers,
however, their content should not be used for instantiating parameterized time
event specifications. Therefore, we propose T12 as a reliable reference time at
which a given TEC is fixed and integrity maintenance by referential actions as
well as immediate integrity checking has been successfully completed. This point
coincides with the actual execution time of ordinary AFTER-level triggers and
is the point in time returned by EXIT.

Delayed triggers can be seen as a generalization of ordinary AFTER-level
triggers, but because of the chosen semantics there remains a subtle difference.
As an example, consider the following triggers t5 and t6

CREATE TRIGGER t5 CREATE TRIGGER t6

AFTER INSERT ON studs AFTER INSERT ON studs

AT EXIT ...

which behave differently despite of the chosen non-positive delay within the
event specification of t5. The reason is that t5 initiates its own transaction
whose potential failure has no consequence for the successful execution of the
triggering call event anymore. Thus, our proposed concept of delayed triggers is
an extension rather than a generalization.

Coupling Modes For orthogonality reasons, delayed EC coupling and imme-
diate CA coupling ought to be chosen for triggers with delay, too. With respect
to EC coupling, however, the question arises whether the condition is evaluated
within the same transaction (delayed mode) or within a different one (detached
mode). Delayed coupling mode as for modification-based triggers introduces two
forms of dependencies. On the one hand, all triggers are executed only if the
corresponding modification has been successfully applied to the database. On
the other hand, if trigger execution fails the corresponding modification is rolled
back, too. The first condition ought to be satisfied for the execution of delayed
triggers, too. That is, they should solely react to modification events whose re-
lated operations have not been rolled back. To require satisfaction of the second
condition, however, seems to be inappropriate for delayed triggers. SQL considers
a modification and its associated triggers to be an atomic unit due to integrity
reasons. Having a substantial time delay, however, considerably weakens the con-
nection between this kind of triggers and their activating modification. In fact,
it is impracticable to employ them for integrity related tasks with respect to its
activating modification which has occurred a long time ago. Thus, we suggest a
detached coupling mode while the execution of transaction related to the trigger
remains causally dependent [9] on commit of the transaction in which the acti-
vating modification took place. Since the effects of a committed modification can
be erased by a subsequent transaction, the condition part of a delayed trigger
has to be used for checking whether the effects of the activating modification are
still present in the database by the time of its execution.



Periodic Triggering The condition/action part of a trigger with periodic event
specification is iteratively evaluated/executed as long as the trigger remains
an active schema object. As mentioned above, the execution of each CA block
ought to be placed into a separate transaction leading to a set of transactions
where each considered independent. Having chosen a causally dependent cou-
pling mode, however, introduces a dependency which ought to be considered by
the newly generated transactions, too. This is achieved by making these transac-
tions causally dependent on the activating modification event but leaving them
mutually independent. Thus, each transaction is solely initiated if the activating
modification is successfully processed, but remains independent of the failure of
others induced by the same periodic event specification.

Execution Granularity As delayed triggers can be viewed as a special form
of modification-based AFTER-triggers, they have an execution granularity spec-
ification, too. In SQL, the trigger execution granularity specifies the execution
mode of a trigger as either FOR EACH ROW or FOR EACH STATEMENT
and determines how many times an activated trigger is executed within its own
transaction. While a ROW LEVEL-trigger is executed for each row affected by
its activating modification, a STATEMENT LEVEL-trigger is executed exactly
once. ”Normal” AFTER-triggers in SQL have their own TEC which does not
change anymore and is pushed onto a stack when a new execution context is
activated due to the invocation of an update statement from the trigger’s action
part. After processing all (re)actions resulting from the statement, the suspended
TEC is popped off the stack and reactivated.

This so-called recursive cycle policy [18] is usually considered in systems sup-
porting immediate rule processing. However, since we have proposed detached
EC coupling for delayed/repeated triggers, the cycle policy has to be changed
appropriately. Such triggers behave like AFTER-triggers until they are selected
for execution somewhere between T12 and T13. Because of a possible time offset
given either implicitly or explicitly by the AT/FROM specification, their execu-
tion in a separate transaction may be postponed until this offset expires. The
earlier determined TEC is materialized as it provides the transition data needed
during actual trigger execution in a separate transaction. Thus, within the ac-
tivating transaction such triggers behave like AFTER-triggers with an empty
action part such that their recursive evaluation is not interrupted. Within the
executing transaction, however, the action part of the trigger is recursively eval-
uated while the saved and re-activated TEC would always be the first element on
the stack attached to this transaction. The materialization of transition tables
over a potentially long period of time is a performance-related issue which a user
must take into consideration when using delay or repetition.

4.3 Trigger Interactions

In Section 2 we already discussed the differences between time and modification
events which leads to a different behavior of time-based and modification-based
triggers. Time events are external events and may trigger several rules which



share no common context. Therefore, these rules ought to be executed within
separate transactions. A modification event, however, may also be generated by
an external process but this would lead to the initiation of one transaction only
in which all triggered rules are processed. This is due to the fact that all triggered
reactions share the same context given by the set of modified tuples which results
from the called operation. Having an event specification that refers to both event
types - as it is the case for delayed or repeated triggers -, the context reference
is retained by making the corresponding transactions causally dependent.

5 Further Extensions

In this section, trigger extensions are proposed which help to further control the
execution of both trigger types. To this end, the CREATE TRIGGER statement
is extended by corresponding optional components and a new SET TRIGGER
statement is introduced for modifying certain characteristics of trigger execution.

Isolation Levels As the execution of a time-based trigger leads to the initiation
of a respective transaction, one obvious extension would be to provide optional
control parameters within the trigger for specifying the isolation level of this
transaction. Isolation levels allow for trading-off performance against correctness
as they determine what data the transaction can see when other transactions
are running concurrently. The following trigger definition illustrates how to set
the isolation level to REPEATABLE READ in order to avoid dirty and fuzzy
reads [1]:

CREATE TRIGGER t7

FROM 2009-01-31 12:15 EVERY 2 MONTHS

WITH ISOLATION LEVEL REPEATABLE READ

BEGIN

Call send_email (studs,studs_rec);

END

Using the isolation level SERIALIZABLE may postpone the execution of an
activated time-based trigger until all running transactions have been finished.
This is also the case for systems which do not allow for concurrent execution of
transactions such that all transactions have to be sequentially executed.

Deadlines When delaying the execution of an activated trigger it is useful to
specify a time period during which it is still meaningful to process it. After
the expiration of this deadline, however, the execution of the activated time-
based trigger ought to be cancelled. The concept of trigger execution deadlines
is already known from so-called real-time databases [11]. It allows for specifying
to which extent the time-point of the real execution may differ from the intended
one and could be used for a postponed execution of triggers activated within an
offline phase of the system.



Another problem addressed by deadlines is the avoidance of the excessive
growth of the set of activated triggers which are still to be executed. This prob-
lem can occur when the time offset between activation and execution time of
trigger with a periodic event specification is frequently greater than its fixed
period. But also the interaction of several time-based triggers with quite similar
intended activation times and long execution times may cause the system to
become unstable unless reasonable deadlines are applied. As an example of the
application of a deadline consider the following periodic event specification

...

FROM 2009-01-31 AT 12:15 EVERY 2 MONTHS

DEADLINE 2 days

...

with a deadline of 2 days in case one of the intended execution time-points
coincides with a week-end where the system might be switched off. In general,
for triggers with a periodic event specification a deadline value should be chosen
which forces each trigger execution to take place before the occurrence of the
next intended activation time-point. Note that in contrast to transaction control
parameters, the concept of deadlines is also useful for modification-based triggers
in order to limit the number of recursively activated triggers.

Activation States and Validity Periods SQL triggers are static schema
objects which were not supposed to be modified after their creation. Dynamic
aspects with respect to triggers by means of priorities and activation states, how-
ever, suggest further control parameters which ought to be modifiable during the
lifetime of a trigger as well. The activation state of a trigger is either active or
inactive and allows for temporary deactivation. Inactive triggers remain persis-
tent schema objects but are not selected during the trigger activation phase.
Activation states can be chosen to be INITIALLY ACTIVE (default) or INI-
TIALLY INACTIVE within the CREATE TRIGGER statement and ought to
be alterable by a new SET TRIGGERS statement.

It is sometimes useful to change the activation state of a trigger automatically
by specifying a respective validity period. For instance, it is advantageous to
restrict the application of the trigger t8 to the actual semester period which
could be achieved by a corresponding validity period

...

FROM 2009-01-23 12:15

EVERY 7 DAYS

UNTIL 2009-05-23 12:00

...

The trigger t7 is activated on January 23th 2009 and automatically deactivated
on May 23th 2009 such that redundant applications are avoided. Validity periods
allow for an automatic control of trigger activation states and are useful for all
trigger types except those with an absolute time event specification.



Trigger Priorities Another dynamic aspect of triggers are priorities which
ought to be changeable in order to correct an erroneous schema design or to
avoid the redefinition of existing triggers if new triggers with a lower priority are
introduced during schema evolution. There exist various possibilities for defining
a dynamic priority concept based on numerical, relative or timestamp priorities.
We refrain from discussing dynamic priorities in detail but solely stress two
important points with respect to the specific SQL context. First, trigger priorities
ought to be chosen independent of the event type. Second, the resulting priorities
must represent a well-ordered set such that all triggers have got pairwise different
priorities. For changing priorities which have been assigned at trigger creation
time, we propose again to employ a SET TRIGGERS statement.

6 Related Work

As mentioned in the introduction, time events have been considered in various
active database systems before (e.g. [6, 9, 10, 13]). All these prototypical imple-
mentations provide absolute, periodic and relative time event specifications. As
in our approach, the considered temporal domain is discrete with a granularity
that usually ranges from year to second. In all systems, time events are con-
sidered external events and, therefore, transaction-initiating. Additionally, the
occurrence and observation time of clock ticks is not distinguished assuming
no positive recognition delay by the system. Event parameters are usually not
provided by the event specification but can be accessed in form of timestamps
in the condition or action part of an active rule in those systems. In contrast
to our approach, parameterized event specifications such as occ point(E1) +
E1.attr2, meaning the absolute time event which can be computed from the oc-
currence time of the event E1 and the time offset given in the attribute E1.attr2,
are generally not supported. An interesting feature especially for periodic event
specifications is the validity interval concept for events in SAMOS which allows
for specifying a time interval during which occurrences of events with a specific
type may be monitored. This concept is closely related to an activation state
specification of SQL triggers.

One main difference between our proposal and the above languages is that
clock events can be freely combined with other events using so-called event con-
structors. To this end, a rich event algebra is provided which allows to define
complex triggering conditions and a mechanism for detecting the occurrence of
events with a complex specification, e.g. colored petri nets in SAMOS [10]. Con-
sequently, further time-related events can be defined using such complex event
specifications, e.g., aperiodic events in HIPAC or SNOOP or special periodic
events in SNOOP. We refrain from discussing such complex event specifications
as they are beyond the scope of this paper. A last significant difference can be
found with respect to the semantics of relative event specifications. Usually, the
time offset of a relative event specification in those systems is added to the oc-
currence time of the referenced modification event providing a transparent view
on the semantics of such specifications for the user. However, we propose a dif-



ferent (implicit) reference time point (start of the AFTER-phase) for the time
offset for orthogonality reasons (cf. Section 4.2).

All systems discussed above are based on highly expressive object-oriented
data model. In [16], however, even an alternative extension proposal for SQL
triggers in a relational context based on time events has been discussed which is
more suited for a direct comparison. The authors propose a new trigger language
for SQL that allows for defining so-called timer-driven triggers. They are always
associated with a data source which can be either a table, a view or a select
statement in SQL and have a timer declaration which controls their execution
time. When the timer of a trigger expires, the trigger is executed and can access
the data changes of its data source which occurred since its last execution. The
timer declaration directly corresponds to an absolute or periodic time event
specification whereas relative time event specifications are not supported. The
main difference to our approach can be seen in the philosophy of how time-related
triggers are to be interpreted. The timer-driven triggers of [16] are immediately
activated after their creation and postpone their executions until their timers
expire. Thus, each trigger could be interpreted as a kind of active background
process which waits for the right time to execute its commands. In our approach,
however, time-based triggers are passive schema objects which are activated by
an event monitor after a matching external clock event has been observed.

Another approach for realizing temporal functionality in SQL-based systems
is given by timer controlled programs or through PL/SQL routines executed at
predefined times as provided in Oracle. While the former approach bears the
usual disadvantages that arise when realizing database functionality externally,
preferring time-based triggers over so-called DB jobs is less obvious. In fact, sim-
ple forms of time-controlled execution using absolutely or periodically defined
points in time resemble cron jobs in operating systems and found their way into
commercial systems in form of DB jobs, e.g. formulated as PL/SQL routines.
However, for more complex forms of reactive behavior using both time and mod-
ification events, the application of DB jobs no longer seems appropriate. As DB
jobs are not capable of directly reacting to modification events, this would ulti-
mately require the duplication of functionality already provided by the trigger
manager.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a particular proposal for the syntax and semantics of
time-based triggers in SQL. To this end, we propose a small set of new features
which can be orthogonally combined with each as other as well as with those
components employed for modification-based triggers in SQL. The functional-
ity expressible by these extensions covers the three standard types of temporal
categories by means of absolute, periodic and relative event specifications and
allows to base delay or periodic repetition on valid time or transaction time
events, respectively. Prototypical implementations of time-related triggers have
been completed in our research group as results of master thesises [22].
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